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ABSTRACT
Tree decompositions were developed by Robertson and Seymour [21]. Since
then algorithms have been developed to solve intractable problems efficiently
for graphs of bounded treewidth. In this paper we extend tree decomposi-
tions to allow cycles to exist in the decomposition graph; we call these new
decompositions plane decompositions because we require that the decompo-
sition graph be planar. First, we give some background material about tree
decompositions and an overview of algorithms both for decompositions and
for approximations of planar graphs. Then, we give our plane decomposition
definition and an algorithm that uses this decomposition to approximate the
size of the maximum independent set of the underlying graph in polynomial
time.
1. INTRODUCTION
A graph decomposition is the grouping of the vertices of a graph G into bags
which are then connected to form a new graph. A vertex of G may appear in
more than one bag and generally we require that each vertex appears in at
least one bag. For a decomposition D = (S, P ) of G, we call V (P ) the nodes
of the decomposition graph P . S is the set of bags, one for each node of P .
Graph decompositions are useful from both graph interpretation and cal-
culation perspectives. When drawing (and interpreting) a graph, they allow
us to view the graph as if from a distance, observing relationships between
groups of vertices. This is useful because if the input set is large enough, a
drawing of the graph can easily become cluttered with vertices and edges. By
grouping the vertices into bags and drawing only the relationships between
the bags, we allow the user to gain a broader perspective of the graph before
viewing the individual relationships present in each bag. Algorithmically, de-
compositions allow us to find polynomial time algorithms for problems that
would otherwise be computationally impossible for large graphs. Given a
graph with bounded decomposability we can use algorithms such as those
given by Arnborg [1] to find maximum independent sets or maximum cliques
efficiently.
Tree decompositions specifically have been well studied since they were
introduced by Roberson and Seymour [21]. Since then, Bodlaender has devel-
oped efficient algorithms both to find decompositions of graphs with bounded
treewidth [5], and to solve problems such as finding the maximum indepen-
dent set of a graph given a tree decomposition [6]. The tree decomposition
definition is quite restrictive, but by requiring that the decomposition graph
is a tree we are able to leverage powerful dynamic programming techniques
for solving hard problems.
In developing plane decompositions, we were seeking a decomposition that
is more intuitive from a viewing standpoint, realized by allowing cycles in the
decomposition, while not sacrificing algorithmic power. However, the appli-
cation of algorithms for decompositions becomes less straightforward when
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we allow cycles in the decomposition. (We can no longer start at the bottom
of the tree and work upwards utilizing the separation between the top and
bottom of the tree.) There are relatively few algorithms for solving problems
on planar graphs in polynomial time when compared to those for solving
problems on trees. We do have approximation algorithms however, one of
which was developed by Baker [3], who gives an approximation algorithm
for planar graphs that can be used to solve problems that are generally (i.e.
when restricted to just planar graphs) hard to approximate such as finding
the maximum independent set.
In this paper we provide an investigation of plane decompositions (as
an extension of tree decompositions). When first developing a decomposi-
tion that allows for cycles we tried several straightforward modifications of
the tree decomposition definition that proved to be less than ideal from a
non-triviality perspective meaning that we ended up with decompositions
that could easily be converted to tree decompositions or all graphs had a
planewidth of 1. As we continued, we shifted our focus towards the re-
quirements of the dynamic programming algorithms, and more specifically
to Baker’s algorithm, which allowed us to develop several more promising
definitions. Our final definition (Definition PD6.8) does not meet all of the
criteria we give in chapter 6 but it does allow us to modify Baker’s algorithm
to use plane decompositions to approximate maximum independent sets of
the underlying graph. We’ve included several of our earlier definitions to pro-
vide the reader with some insight into the tension between what seem like
ideal properties of a plane decomposition (for example planar graphs should
have a planewidth of 1) and algorithmic utility.
We begin with background material in chapter 1 and we give a brief
discussion of tree decompositions in chapter 2. In chapter 3 we provide an
overview of decomposition algorithms in general and in chapter 4 we give a
description of Baker’s algorithm for approximating maximum independent
sets of planar graphs. We give these overviews early in the paper because
they were influential in shaping our final plane decomposition definition.
Chapter 5 is a progression of plane decomposition definitions with a narrative
of their evolution. In chapter 8 we provide a discussion of how Baker’s
algorithm can be modified to approximate independent sets of a graph given a
plane decomposition that fits Definition PD6.8 and in chapter 7 we conclude
with a complexity analysis of our algorithm and possible ideas for further
research. Although the work described here is theoretical we provide an
implementation of our algorithm in appendix A.
2. BACKGROUND
We begin with a series of definitions related to graphs, a more lengthy dis-
cussion can be found in a textbook such as the one by West [23]. Formally,
a graph G contains a set of vertices, V (G), and a set of edges which con-
nect the vertices, E(G). If an edge e connects two vertices u and v, then
e can be written as uv or vu. The number of vertices in G is denoted by
||V (G)||. For v ∈ V (G), the neighborhood of v, denoted by Γ(v), is the set
{u | uv ∈ E(G)}. For F ⊆ V (G), Γ(F ) = {u | v ∈ F ∧ u ∈ Γ(v) ∧ u /∈ F}.
We assume for the purposes of this paper that graphs are simple, meaning
that edges are unweighted and undirected and that there are no self loops
(i.e. (∀ v ∈ V (G)) [vv 6∈ E(G)]).
G′ is a subgraph of G if and only if V (G′) ⊆ V (G) and E(G′) ⊆ E(G).
We also call G a supergraph of G′. If G′ is a subgraph of G induced by
F ⊆ V (G), then G′ has vertex set F and edge set {uv | uv ∈ E(F )}. We
write G \ F to mean the subgraph induced by V (G)− F .
A path is a graph G with V (G) = {v1, v2, ..., vn} and E(G) = {vivi+1 |
1 ≤ i < n}. A cycle is a path with one extra edge connecting vertices vn
and v1. A chord of cycle C is an edge not in C whose endpoints lie in C.
A graph is triangulated if it contains no chordless cycles of length > 3. A
tree is a connected graph with no cycles. A clique K is a graph such that
(∀ u, v ∈ V (K) : u 6= v) [uv ∈ E(K)]. We use Ki to denote a clique of i
vertices. An independent set I is a graph such that (∀ u, v ∈ V (I) : u 6= v)
[uv /∈ E(I)].
A graph G is connected if and only if for every u, v ∈ V (G) there is a
path in G between u and v. The components of G are its maximal connected
subgraphs. A separator of G is a set S ⊆ V (G) such that G \ S has more
than one component. G is k-connected if k is the minimum size of a set
S ⊆ V (G) such that G \ S is disconnected.
Graph drawing is the field of study centered around the representation
of graphs, often in a two-dimensional plane. Vertices are commonly drawn
as symbols such as circles or squares while edges are represented by simple,
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finite curves. More formally, a drawing of a graph G is a pair of mappings
f and f ′. For each v ∈ V (G), f(v) maps v to a point in the plane; for each
e ∈ E(G), f ′(e) maps e to a simple, closed curve in the plane with endpoints
u and v. For all u, v ∈ V (G), f(u) 6= f(v) and for each e, e′ ∈ E(G),
f ′(e) ∩ f ′(e′) contains at most a single point. If for edges e, e′ ∈ E(G) there
is a point p in f ′(e)∩ f ′(e′) that is not a shared endpoint of e and e′, p is an
edge crossing.
A drawing of graph G that does not contain any crossings is called a
planar embedding of G. G is considered to be planar if there exists a planar
embedding of G. Figure 2.1 shows three drawings of K4 (a clique with
four vertices); 2.1.a has one edge crossing, and 2.1.b and 2.1.c are planar
embeddings. If G is planar, then there exists a planar embedding of G using
only straight lines for edges. Figure 2.1.c is a straight line embedding.
(a) (b) (c)
b a
d
b
c
a
c c
d
b a
d
Embeddings b and c are planar, both are also 2-outerplanar.
Fig. 2.1: Three drawings of K4.
The faces of a planar embedding of a graph are the maximal connected
regions of the plane that do not contain any vertices or edges used in the
embedding (i.e. the areas enclosed by the cycles of the graph). In figures
2.1.b and 2.1.c there are four faces. The exterior face of an embedding is
the unbounded face, the other faces are called interior faces. Harary defines
a term outerplanar; an embedding f is outerplanar if for all v ∈ V (G), v
is on the exterior face of f [12]. Baker [3] extends this idea by introducing
levels and k-outerplanar graphs. For graph G and embedding f of G, vertex
v ∈ V (G) has level(v) = 1 if v is on the exterior face of f . Vertex v has
level(v) = l if v is on the exterior face of f with the vertices {u | level(u) < l}
removed, meaning v is on the outer face of G \ {u | level(u) < l}. Embedding
f is k-outerplanar if there does not exist v ∈ V (G) such that level(v) > k.
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The embeddings in figures 2.1.b and 2.1.c are 2-outerplanar with level(a) =
level(b) = level(c) = 1 and level(d) = 2. The embedding given in figure 5.3
is 3-outerplanar, the vertices on the outer face are labeled 1:x and are level
1 vertices; the level 2 and 3 vertices are labeled 2:x and 3:x respectively.
It is interesting to note that although not all graphs are planar, if we
extend our embeddings to three dimensions, then all graphs can be drawn
with straight line edges and without crossings. For example, if for each
vertex vi ∈ V (G) we map vi to (i, i
2, i3), then we have an embedding on
a three dimensional grid with no edge crossings. Further discussion of this
and similar constructions can be found in a paper by Dujmovic´, Mworin, and
Wood [8].
Often our goal in choosing a particular drawing with which to represent a
graph is to maximize readability. Although it is not clear that one particular
drawing property is key in affecting readability, minimizing the number of
crossings does seem to have a positive effect. Consider, for example, the
two embeddings of C6 (a cycle with six vertices) shown in figure 2.2. With
just a quick glance at figure 2.2.a we are able to determine the relationships
between the vertices.
(a) (b)
a
b
c
d
e
f
a
b
c
d
e
f
Fig. 2.2: Two drawings of C6.
Other drawing properties we might consider are the number of bends in
the edges, overall symmetry, the angles between the edges leaving an indi-
vidual vertex, and the angles at which edges intersect. Eades and Tamas-
sia [9] give an overview of graph drawing algorithms including a discussion
of properties of drawings. Purchase [19] studied the effects of optimizing the
properties given above (i.e. minimizing edge bends, minimizing crossings,
maximizing symmetry, etc) in performing such tasks as finding the shortest
path between two vertices and found that minimizing edge crossings gave
slightly better readability results.
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Planar graphs offer benefits from an interpretation viewpoint, and in some
cases provide an algorithmic advantage. Before we give examples of problems
for which planar graphs offer an advantage, we give a brief discussion of
problem complexity. There are many classes we can use to identify graph
problems in terms of their hardness. We give a brief overview of several of
the main classes here. Problems that can be solved in polynomial time are in
the class P. Problems with solutions that can be verified in polynomial time
by a nondeterministic Turing machine are in the class NP. The class P is
contained in the class NP, and NP is thought to contain problems which are
not in the class P. If P and NP are not equivalent, then the solution for an NP
problem may, in the worst case, require an exhaustive search. A problem is
NP-hard if an algorithm giving a solution for it can be used to find a solution
for any other problem in NP. A problem is NP-complete if it is NP-hard and
can be verified in polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing machine.
There are also problems that are hard even to approximate, in these cases
we refer to an approximation ratio α ≥ 1, where solutions are required to be
at least OPT/α (for maximization problems) where OPT is some measure
of the optimal solution. A problem A is NP-hard to approximate if we can
reduce solutions to that problem to within a factor α of another NP-hard
problem B. The ratio of the solutions for B to the solutions for A (assuming
maximization problems) is then OPT/α. For further discussion of complexity
classes, see for example the text by Hopcroft, Motwani and Ullman [13].)
Returning to our discussion of specific problems and planar graphs, the
coloring problem (assigning each vertex a color such that no adjacent vertices
have the same color, using the minimum number of colors) can be solved in
polynomial time (for four or more colors) when limited to only planar graphs
[20]. Max Cut (also an NP-hard problem on general graphs) can be solved
in polynomial time when restricted to planar graphs [11]. We can also test
to see if a graph is planar, and produce a planar embedding if one exists, in
linear time using the algorithm by Hopcroft and Tarjan [14]. We can modify
non-planar graphs by removing edges or adding vertices to make the resulting
graph planar, Liebers [17] gives a survey of these techniques.
There are other problems such as maximum independent set (given a
graphG and integer k, doesG contain an independent set I with ||V (I)|| ≥ k)
that are NP-complete for planar graphs (and are hard even to approximate
on general graphs) but have polynomial time approximation algorithms for
planar graphs [3, 7, 18]. Baker [3] presents a method that can be used to
approximate solutions on planar graphs for many NP-complete problems such
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as maximum independent set and minimum vertex cover. (A vertex cover
of a graph G is a set F ⊆ V (G) such that (∀ uv ∈ E(G)), [u or v is in
F ].) See Garey and Johnson [10] for a formal definition of this and the other
NP-complete problems named in this paragraph. If graph G is k-outerplanar
for a fixed k, we can use Baker’s algorithm to solve the above problems in
polynomial time, as well as Hamiltonian circuit and Hamiltonian path. (A
Hamiltonian path is a path in G such that each vertex is visited exactly
once.) We will use the Baker algorithm to show that we can approximate a
maximum independent set of a graph G with fixed planewidth in polynomial
time, and find a maximum independent set of G with a plane decomposition
D that is a k-outerplanar graph for fixed k.
3. TREE DECOMPOSITIONS
The notion of a tree decomposition was developed by Robertson and Sey-
mour in their study of graph minors [21, 22]. Since then, many algorithms
have been developed both to find tree decompositions of different types of
graphs [5] and to use tree decompositions to solve intractable problems. Al-
though the problem of determining if a given graph has a treewidth ≤ k is
NP-complete, for any fixed k, linear time algorithms exist which, given a
graph G, output a tree decomposition with treewidth ≤ k or determine that
no such decomposition exists [6].
Tree Decomposition TD3.1. [21] Given a graph G, a tree decomposition
of the graph is a pair (S, T ) with S = {Xi | i ∈ V (T )} a family of subsets of
V (G), one for each node of T , such that
1.
⋃
i∈V (T )Xi = V (G),
2. (∀ uv ∈ E(G)) (∃ i ∈ V (T )) [u, v ∈ Xi], and
3. (∀ i, j, k ∈ V (T )) [(j is on the path from i to k in T ) ⇒ (Xi ∩Xk ⊆
Xj)].
The width of a tree decomposition is maxi∈V (T )||Xi||−1. The treewidthTW3.1
of a graph G is the minimum width over all tree decompositions of G.
For example, graph G is drawn in figure 3.1 and a decomposition D ∈
TD3.1(G) with width 3 is given in figure 3.2. For each node i, we have
listed the contents of Xi inside the circle for i. This is not the only tree
decomposition of G. For instance, we could have one node containing all the
vertices of G, or we could split node 1 into two nodes i and j with Xi = {a,
b, c} and Xj = {b, c, d}. Then nodes 2 and 3 would be children of i and
node 4 would be a child of j. We could also move node 3 to be a child of
node 2. If we were to make node 2 a child of node 5, we would need to add
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ge
j
a
c
f
d
b
i
h
Fig. 3.1: A graph G with treewidthTW3.1 of 3.
vertex a to X5. Note that G has a clique of size 4 (the set {a, c, d, e}) and
the treewidthTW3.1 of G is 3.
An alternate definition for treewidth exists that takes a more constructive
approach.
Tree Decomposition TD3.2. [16] A clique with k+ 1 vertices is a k-tree.
Given a k-tree Tn with n vertices, a k-tree with n+ 1 vertices is constructed
by adding a new vertex xn+1 to Tn; xn+1 is made adjacent to a k-clique of Tn
and nonadjacent to the other n− k vertices of Tn.
The following lemmas give us some characteristics of tree decompositions
which will be useful in evaluating our proposed plane decomposition defini-
tions. Cliques are in some sense the “least planar” graphs since they contain
all possible edges. In chapter 6 we discuss the planewidth of cliques for our
various plane decomposition definitions and so it is useful to have a similar
result for the treewidth of cliques to use for comparison. It appears from
reading relevant literature that it is a well known fact that the treewidth of
a clique of n vertices is n − 1 but we were unable to find a proof so we give
this result with the following lemma and corollary.
Lemma 3.1. For graph G and decomposition D ∈ TD3.1(G) with D =
(S, T ), if G is a clique, then there is a node i ∈ V (T ) with V (G) ⊆ Xi.
Proof by induction. Let G be a graph and D = (S, T ) a decomposition such
that D ∈ TD3.1(G). Suppose ||V (T )|| = 1, then from Definition TD3.1.1,
there exists an i ∈ V (T ) such that V (G) ⊆ Xi. Suppose ||V (T )|| = 2,
with V (T ) = {1, 2}. It follows immediately from Definition TD3.1.2 that
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
aj
a b
c d
d
b
h
d
hf
e
g
d
a
e
c
c
e
b
i
The vertices of G are labeled inside the nodes, the numbers on the outside
of the nodes denotes their number in V (P ).
Fig. 3.2: Decomposition D ∈ TD3.1(G) of graph G given in figure 3.1.
either V (G) ⊆ X1 or V (G) ⊆ X2. Assume that for ||V (T )|| = n with
1 ≤ n ≤ ||V (T )||, there exists an i ∈ V (T ) with V (G) ⊆ Xi.
Induction hypothesis: For ||V (T )|| = n+1 and 2 ≤ n < V (T ), there exists an
i ∈ V (T ) with V (G) ⊆ Xi. Let a be leaf node in V (T ), and let b be a’s parent
in T . Either V (G) ⊆ Xa, or from Definition TD3.1.2, for all v ∈ Xa, there
exists an i ∈ V (T ) with a 6= i such that v ∈ Xi. If the former is the case,
clearly there exists an i ∈ V (T ) with V (G) ⊆ Xi. If the latter is the case,
from Definition TD3.1.3, Xa ⊆ Xb. Consider decomposition D
′ = (S ′, T ′)
with V (T ′) = V (T )−{a}, E(T ′) = E(T )−{ab}, and S ′ = S−{Xa} In other
words, T ′ tree T with node a removed. D′ is a tree decomposition of T with
n nodes, therefore there exists an i ∈ V (T ′) with V (G) ⊆ Xi.
Corollary 3.2. For a clique G with ||V (G)|| = n, the treewidth
TW3.1 of G
is n− 1.
Proof. If G is a clique with n vertices, then from Lemma 3.1 we know that
decomposition D ∈ TD3.1(G) contains a bag i such that i ∈ V (T ) and
V (G) ∈ Xi. Thus the width of D is n − 1 from Definition 3.1 and the
treewidthTW3.1 of G is also n− 1.
The following lemma describes the relationship between separators in the
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tree decomposition and separators in the graph. This property is useful when
we are developing efficient algorithms for decompositions.
Lemma 3.3. For graph G and tree decomposition D = (S, T ), if J ⊆ V (T )
is a separator of T and C1, ..., Cn are the connected components of T \ J ,
then (∀ i, j: i 6= j) (∀ x ∈
⋃
k∈Ci
Xk) (∀ y ∈
⋃
k∈Cj
Xk) [({x, y}∩
⋃
k∈J Xk =
∅)⇒ (xy /∈ E(G))].
Proof. Assume that (∃ i, j: i 6= j) (∃ x ∈
⋃
k∈Ci
Xk) (∃ y ∈
⋃
k∈Cj
Xk)
such that (({x, y} ∩
⋃
k∈J Xk = ∅) ∧ (xy ∈ E(G))). See figure 3.3. By
Definition TD3.1.2, there exists a p ∈ V (T ) st x, y ∈ Xp. Assume WLOG
p /∈ Cj (since one node cannot appear in two components). By Definition
TD3.1.3, if x ∈
⋃
k∈Ci
Xk and x ∈ Xp, x must also be in every node on the
path between i and p. Since p /∈ Ci, there exists a q on the path between
the node(s) in component Ci containing x and p that is also in J such that
x ∈ Xq, this is a contradiction.
y
x
i
p
y
x
J
k
q
Cj
Ci
For tree decomposition D = (S, T ), vertex x must be in Xq for some q ∈ J ,
because q is on the path between two components which contain x.
Fig. 3.3: Drawing for Lemma 3.3
Intuitively speaking, this means that if two vertices, x and y can be
separated in the decomposition of G, then they cannot be neighbors in G.
Referring back to figure 3.2, if J = {1} we have three components in P \ J ;
C1 = {2, 5, 6}, C2 = {3}, and C3 = {4, 7}. Notice that for vertices j and
f , j ∈ X3, f ∈ X5 and {j, f} ∩ X1 = ∅. Also, 3 ∈ C1 and 5 ∈ C2 and
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jf /∈ E(G). Vertex d has neighbors in components C1, C2, and C3; note
that d is therefore in X1, X2, X4, and X6. For a graph G and decomposition
D = (S, T ) for D ∈ TD3.1(G), because all of the non leaf bags in T are
separators of T , the non leaf bags of T must contain separators of G. Thus
G \ Xi, for some i ∈ V (T ) such that i is not a leaf node, should contain two
separate components (unless one of the components of T \ {i} is contained
in Xi).
4. EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS USING DECOMPOSITIONS
Bodlaender [6] and Arnborg [1, 2] give similar approaches for computing
solutions to hard problems such as finding the Max IS of graphs with bounded
treewidth. These methods are based on a dynamic programming approach:
tables are computed in a bottom up fashion, for disjoint sections of the graph
which are then combined so that a solution for the entire graph is found using
only tables bounded in size by a factor of the treewidth. Bodlaender [6]
starts at the bottom of the tree decomposition and computes one table for
each node of the tree; the table for the root of the tree contains the size
of the maximum independent set (Max IS) of the underlying graph. Table i
contains a maximum of 2||Xi|| rows, each row consists of s ⊆ Xi, and a value is
which is the size of the Max IS of the vertices in {v | v ∈ row j}∪{v | v ∈ Xk
where k is a node in the subtree with root i and v /∈ Xi} which includes the
vertices in s. We use the notation t.r.c to denote the entry in table t, which
corresponds to node t, with row r and column c.
For example, several tables for the decomposition shown in figure 3.2 are
given in figure 4.1. We have not listed rows which contain invalid entries,
such as the set {a, c} for table 2 (a and c cannot both be in the independent
set since ac ∈ E(G)). Table 5 gives us the sizes of the Max IS of the vertices
{c, f , e}. The set 5.1.s is empty, and 5.1.is = 0 because the size of the
Max IS of the set {c, f , e} where none of these vertices is included, is zero.
5.2.is = 1 because we are including the vertex c in the Max IS. In row 5.5,
5.5.s = {e, f}, since ef /∈ E(G), 5.5.is = 2.
As the computation moves up the tree, only combinations of the vertices
in Xt appear in table t. For example, table 2 gives us the size of the Max
IS of the set {a, c, d, e, f , g} based on the inclusion of the vertices in X2
in the independent set. For each group of vertices 2.i.s we look for rows in
table 5 where the vertices in X2∩X5 are included in the s entries iff they are
included in 2.i.s. We look for rows in table 6 where the vertices in X2 ∩X6
are included in the s entries iff they are included in entry 2.i.s. Then we
maximize the sum 5.j.is+6.k.is−||5.j.s∩6.k.s|| over rows 5.j and 6.k where
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row s is
1 ∅ 0
2 {c} 1
3 {e} 1
4 {f} 1
5 {e, f} 2
table for node 5
row s is
1 ∅ 0
2 {d} 1
3 {e} 1
4 {g} 1
table for node 6
row s is
1 ∅ 2
2 {a} 2
3 {c} 2
4 {d} 2
5 {e} 2
table for node 2
row s is
1 ∅ 4
2 {a} 3
3 {b} 3
4 {c} 3
5 {d} 3
6 {a, b} 2
table for node 1
Four tables for the computation of the independent set of the graph given
in figure 3.1 using the decomposition given in figure 3.2
Fig. 4.1: Tables for independent set computation.
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the overlap of X5 and X6 match. More formally we look for the rows that
meet the following criteria:
1. (2.i.s ∩X5) = (2.i.s ∩ 5.j.s),
2. (2.i.s ∩X6) = (2.i.s ∩ 6.k.s), and
3. 5.j.s− (2.i.s ∩X5) = 6.k.s− (2.i.s ∩X6)
For example, 2.1.is = 5.4.is+6.4.is−0, meaning that the Max IS computed
so far contains the vertices f and g but not a, c, d, or e. 2.5.is = 5.5.is +
6.3.is− 1, meaning that the Max IS computed so far contains the vertices e
and f but not a, c, or d(e is included in both 5.5.s and 6.3.s which is why
we subtracted 1). Computation continues in this manner until we reach the
top of the tree. By looking at table 1 we can see that the size of the Max IS
for this graph is 4.
5. PLANAR GRAPHS: BAKER’S ALGORITHM
We now shift our attention from trees to planar graphs. Since our goal is
to develop a plane decomposition with an efficient algorithm, we now de-
scribe Baker’s algorithm [3] which is an approximation algorithm for planar
graphs. Baker’s algorithm uses separators of planar graphs to find an ap-
proximation of the maximum independent set (Max IS) in polynomial time.
This algorithm works by using dynamic programming to find the maximum
independent set for a series of subgraphs of G, G0, ..., Gk−1 where Gi has the
levels {l | i ≡ l mod (k + 1)} removed for some chosen positive integer k.
So, graph Gi is the graph G \ {v | level(v) mod(k + 1) ≡ i}. In figure 5.1
we give two subgraphs of a graph G for k = 2 (where levels with dashed
lines are removed). Notice that both of the given subgraphs are made up of
disconnected 2-outerplanar graphs. By the pigeonhole principle, one of these
graphs has a maximum of 1/(k + 1) vertices in the independent set, so by
calculating the Max IS for each of them, we can find an independent set that
is k/(k + 1) optimal for G. This leads us to Baker’s main theorems:
Theorem 5.1. [3]Let k be a positive integer. Given a k-outerplanar embed-
ding of a k-outerplanar graph, an optimal solution for maximum independent
set can be obtained in time O(8kn), where n is the number of vertices.
Theorem 5.2. [3]For fixed k, there is an O(8kkn)-time algorithm for maxi-
mum independent set that achieves a solution of size at least k/(k+1) optimal
for general planar graphs. Choosing k = ⌈c log log n⌉, where c is a constant,
yields an approximation algorithm that runs in time O(n(logn)3clog log n)
and achieves a solution of size at least ⌈c log log n⌉/(1 + ⌈c log log n⌉)
optimal. In each case, n is the number of vertices.
We will first give an overview of Baker’s algorithm, then in chapter 7 we
will show how it can be modified to work with plane decompositions.
For each Gi we have a series of k-outerplanar graphs for which we find
the MAX IS independently (these values are then summed and used to find
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(b)(a)
G0 and G2 of a graph G for k = 2 used in Baker’s algorithm, levels with
dashed lines are removed.
Fig. 5.1: Two subgraphs of a graph G for Baker’s algorithm.
the Max IS for G). For the rest of the description we focus our attention on
a single k-outerplanar graph G. We begin by constructing a k-outerplanar
embedding f of G which can be done in polynomial time using an algorithm
by Bienstock[4]. Next, we construct graph G′ from G with V (G′) = V (G)
and E(G′) = E(G)
⋃
F where F ⊆ {uv | level(u)−1 = level(v)} is a set
of edges that makes G′ triangulated while preserving it’s planarity. f ′ is an
embedding of G′ constructed by adding the edges in F to f . Figure 5.2
contains a planar embedding of a graph G. Figure 5.3 gives a triangulated
supergraph of G where each vertex is labeled level(v):num(v), the edges in
F are dashed. (We discuss how num(v) is calculated below.)
Next, we divide G′ into slices. A slice is a subgraph of G′ with two
boundaries (similar to a slice of a pie). The edges of a slice are paths in G′
which extend from a center component of f ′ to the outermost face of f ′. If G′
has n slices, {1, ..., n}, and j ∈ {1, ..., n} is a slice of G′, then
⋃
1≤j≤n V (j) =
V (G). We call the boundaries of slice j the left bound and right bound
which we denote lb(j) and rb(j) respectively (from Baker’s notation). For
slice j, if l = max{level(v) | v ∈ V (j)}, then both boundaries of slice j
contain exactly one vertex from each level ≤ l which form a path in G′.
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Thus, the total boundary of j contains a maximum of 2l vertices. As we
travel around the graph in a counterclockwise fashion, slices j and j+1 have
rb(j) = lb(j + 1). Because G′ is planar, the nodes on the interior of slice j
(i.e. V (j) − lb(j) − rb(j)) cannot be connected to the nodes on the interior
of another slice k for j 6= k.
For each slice, we use dynamic programming to compute a table that
contains the size of the largest independent set based on the inclusion of the
boundary vertices. When two slices, j and k for j < k are merged, only
vertices on their shared boundary can be connected to vertices interior to
the slices. Thus, we need only include in our new table combinations of lb(j)
and rb(k) that do not include any edges of G. For the set S ⊆ lb(j) ∪ rb(k),
we find the set of vertices in the shared boundary of j and k that gives us
the Max IS value for the set of nodes of the new boundary.
Before describing how the slices are constructed we give a description for
how to label the vertices. In her algorithm, Baker constructs trees and uses
them to construct the slices; the method given here is an overview of how the
algorithm works and is meant to facilitate a discussion of how this method
applies to plane decompositions. We assume G is a connected graph. If it
were not, we would run the algorithm for the connected components of G
separately and sum their Max IS sizes to get a maximum for G.
Fig. 5.2: Graph G
For a vertex v, we use num(v) to denote its number; we use the term
minimum vertex to mean min{ num(v) | v ∈ U} for some U ⊆ V (G′). For
example, we may refer to the minimum vertex of a particular component. We
use the methods Setup, NumberGraph, and NumberComponent to number
the vertices of G′. First, for all v ∈ V (G′), Setup initializes each num(v)
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3:2
3:0
3:1
2:3
1:0
2:4
2:7
2:6
2:5
2:2
2:1
1:1
1:2
1:3
1:4
1:5
1:6
1:7
1:8
2:0
Graph G′ is a triangulated supergraph of graph G shown in figure 5.2. The
vertices are labeled level(v):num(v)
Fig. 5.3: Triangulated graph G′.
to zero. NumberGraph calls NumberComponent once for each component
of the graph after first determining the starting vertex for the component
and ordering that vertex’s neighbor list. The starting vertex is a vertex
in the current component that is connected to the minimum vertex of the
enclosing face. We order the neighbor lists by traveling counterclockwise
around the current vertex and we use this ordering to calculate the edges
of the slices in a non overlapping manner. NumberComponent performs a
depth first search on the component, numbering the vertices and ordering
their individual neighbor lists. The numbers for the example graph G given
in figure 5.2 are given in figure 5.3.
Once the vertices are numbered we break G′ into s slices using the meth-
ods MakeSlices and ConstructRB. The result is a series of n slices (where n
is the number of edges in the innermost starting component that we use to
construct the slices) that contain all of G′, with each slice sharing boundaries
with its two neighboring slices. Figure 5.4 gives the slices for the graph G′
shown in figure 5.2 The component we used to construct the slices contains
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the set of vertices {3:0, 3:1, 3:2} thus, we start with three initial slices.
3:0
3:1
1:0
3:2
2:3
2:4
1:6
1:7
1:8
1:5
2:3
1:5
1:4
3:1
3:0
1:0
1:3
3:2
1:0
2:7
2:6
2:5
2:2
2:1
1:1
1:2
2:0
2:0
2:0
Fig. 5.4: The three main slices for the graph given in figure 5.2
Within each slice i, we recursively divide the slice into smaller slices. For
each level, (after the innermost level) we calculate the center point using the
method FindCenter. We use the center point of the slice to make thinner,
non-overlapping slices that are merged together from the left and the right.
This merging process uses dynamic programming to bound the size of the
merged tables; recall that the slice boundaries are bounded by the number of
levels in the slice which, during this recursion, is non-increasing. The smaller
slices that make up the largest slice in figure 5.4 are given in figure 5.5. The
center point for this slice is labeled 2:3. The smaller slices that make up the
the largest slice in figure 5.5 are given in figure 5.6, the center point in this
case is the vertex with label 5:7. We continue making smaller and smaller
slices until we have just a single edge at which point the recursion stops
and we create a table for that edge. We then work our way back towards
the center of the graph merging the slices (and their corresponding tables
together).
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Setup - Initialize the vertex numbers to zero
Global variables: graph G′
for all v ∈ V (G′) do
num(v) := 0
end for
NumberGraph - Number the vertices of the graph working inwards one com-
ponent at a time
Global variables: component list C for graphG′, integer i
i := 0
choose a vertex v in the level 1 component c
NumberComponent (v, null)
remove c from C
for all level l starting with l = 2 do
i := 0
while there are components in C with level l do
let c be the level l component containing the level l vertex with the
minimum number
let u be the vertex with the minimum number in the face enclosing c
let v be the first vertex in Γ(u) such that v ∈ c
NumberComponent (v, u)
end while
end for
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NumberComponent - Number the vertices in a particular component by trav-
eling counterclockwise around the component
Input: vertices current, reference ∈ V (G′)
Global variables: graph G′, integer i
num(current) := i
i := i+ 1
if for all u ∈ Γ(current), num(u) = 0 ∧ level(current) = 1 then
reorder Γ(current) starting with the first counterclockwise neighbor of
current
else
reorder Γ(current) starting with the first counterclockwise neighbor af-
ter reference
end if
for all u ∈ Γ(current) do
if num(u) = 0 ∧ level(u) = level(v) then
call NumberComponent (current, u)
end if
end for
MakeSlices - Break the graph G′ into slices based on the vertex numbers
determined by NumberGraph and NumberComponent
Global variables: graph G′
let c be the innermost component that contains a vertex v with num(v)
= 1
let i = 1
create a new slice i
lb(i) = {v | num(v) = 0}
ConstructRB(i)
let n = ||{u | u ∈ c}||
for i = 2, ..., n− 1 do
create a new slice i
lb(i) = rb(i− 1)
ConstructRB(i)
end for
i := n
lb(i) = rb(i− 1)
rb(i) = lb(1)
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ConstructRB - Construct the right boundary of the given slice by traversing
a path outwards via neighbors with decreasing level numbers
Input: slice s
Global variables: graph G′
let v be the innermost vertex in lb(s)
let u be the first vertex in Γ(v) with level(u) = level(v)
rb(s) := {u}
for l = level(v), ..., 1 do
let vertex x be the level l vertex in rb(s)
let vertex y be the first vertex in Γ(x) with level(y) = l − 1
rb(s) := rb(s) ∪{y}
end for
FindCenter - Find the pivot point of a slice for a particular level (we can
then break the slice into smaller pieces and merge them together from the
left and right of the pivot)
Input: slice s, level l
Global variables: graph G′
let vertex u be the level l vertex in rb(x)
let vertex v be the level l + 1 vertex in lb(s)
while edge uv /∈ E(G′) do
u := the first counter clockwise neighbor of u in level l
end while
return u
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1:0
2:1
1:1
1:3
2:3
2:1
1:1
2:2
1:2
2:2
1:2
1:5
2:7
2:6
2:5
1:4
2:0
Fig. 5.5: The slices that make up the largest slice in figure 5.4
2:7
1:4
2:5
1:5
1:2
2:6
2:5
1:3
2:6
1:3
2:7
1:4
Fig. 5.6: The slices that make up the largest slice in figure 5.5
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We use the methods NewTable and MergeTables for table construction
and maintenance. The tables used here are similar to those described in the
previous chapter, but it is useful here to distinguish between the vertices in
s that are from the left bound of the slice and those from the right bound.
NewTable creates a table given an edge of graph G′, with the possible com-
binations of the endpoints of the edge in the independent set. MergeTables
accepts two slices i and j to be merged. For each set s ⊆ (lb(i) ∪ rb(j)),
we look for the rows a and b in the tables for i and j respectively, such that
lb(i.a.s) = lb(s), rb(j.b.s) = rb(s), and rb(i.a.s) = lb(j.b.s). The size of the
Max IS, including the vertices in s, for the new slice is the sum of the inde-
pendent set sizes for rows a and b minus their overlap (in the shared rb(i),
lb(j) boundary).
Baker proves the correctness of her algorithm by showing that the recur-
sion is finite and that the tables are computed correctly for each slice. Since
the final slice contains the entire graph, the table for this slice contains the
value of the maximum independent set for the graph.
Baker’s algorithm uses the properties involving separators that we dis-
cussed in chapters 3 and 5.
Lemma 5.3. (∀ slices i, j, i 6= j) (∀ u, v ∈ V (G)) [(u ∈ (V (i) − (lb(i) ∪
rb(i)))) ∧ (v ∈ (V (j)− (lb(j) ∪ rb(j))))⇒ uv /∈ E(G)].
Proof by contradiction: Assume (∃ slices i, j, i 6= j) (∃ u, v ∈ V (G))
such that (u ∈ (V (i) − (lb(i) ∪ rb(i)))), (v ∈ (V (j) − (lb(j) ∪ rb(j)))) and
uv ∈ (G). Recall that f ′ was formed by adding edges to a planar embedding
of G such that G′ is planar and triangulated. The vertices in the boundaries
of i form a path from the innermost level to level 1. If u and v are connected
this would create an edge crossing.
Corollary 5.4. The boundaries of the slices are separators of the graph.
The boundaries of slice i separate the vertices in i− (lb(i) ∪ rb(i)) from
the vertices in V (G)− V (i).
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NewTable - Create a new table given a single edge
Input: level 1 edge e with endpoints u and v
Global variables: graph G′
create a new table t
add row t.1 with t.1.s = ∅, t.1.is = 0
add row t.2 with t.2.s = {u}, t.2.is = 1
add row t.3 with t.3.s = {v}, t.3.is = 1
if uv /∈ E(G), add row t.4 with t.4.s = {u, v} and t.4.is = 2
MergeTables - Merge tables for slices (with a shared boundary) together
(removing entries from the table that contain edges in G)
Input: slices i, j with shared boarder rb(i) (lb(j))
Global variables graph G
create a new table t with one row for each subset of lb(i) × rb(j)
for all row r do
if there exists an x and y ∈ t.r.s such that xy ∈ E(G) then
remove row t.r
else
set t.r.s = −1
for all rows i.a and j.b where lb(i.a.s) = lb(t.r.s) and rb(j.b.s) =
rb(t.r.s) do
if rb(i.a.s) = lb(j.b.s) then
t.r.s = max{t.r.is, i.a.is + j.b.is − ||rb(i.a.s)||}
end if
end for
end if
end for
6. PLANE DECOMPOSITIONS
In our attempts to extend the tree decomposition definition to allow for
cycles (such that the resulting decomposition is still planar), we investigated
several plane decomposition definitions. (We call them plane decompositions
rather than planar decompositions because this term has already been used
in measuring how close to being planar a particular graph is, see for example
Ju¨nger et al. [15].) We write PDX(G) to denote the set of decompositions of
G which conform to the definition labeled PDX. We denote the planewidth
of a graph using a particular decomposition with planewidthPDX . Below is
a list of criteria by which we evaluated each definition.
1. Non-triviality: for all integers n, there exists a graphGwith planewidthPDX
= n.
2. Soundness with respect to planarity: GraphG is planar⇒ planewidthPDX
of G is 1.
3. Completeness with respect to tree decompositions: For graph G, de-
composition D ∈ TD3.1(G) ⇒ D ∈ PDX(G).
4. Soundness with respect to tree decompositions: For graph G, decom-
position D ∈ PDX(G) is a tree ⇒ D ∈ TD3.1(G).
5. Non-trivial difference from tree decompositions: For any k, j ≥ k, there
exists a graph G of treewidth j and planewidthPDX= k.
6. Algorithmic utility: For any k, there should be an efficient algorithm
for solving NP-Hard problems when restricted to the set of graphs with
planewidthPDX = k
We started our investigation with criteria 3 and 5, which are clear goals
for extending Definition TD3.1 to a non-trivial plane decomposition. We
added criteria 1, 2, and 4 to make the plane decomposition definition more
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robust and complete. Criterion 6 was our long term goal, although it was
not clear until we started studying algorithms for planar graphs how this
criterion would contribute to the definition. Figure 6.1 gives a summary how
each definition given below fits with the criteria listed above.
criterion PD6.2 PD6.3 PD6.4 PD6.5 PD6.6 PD6.7 PD6.8
1 + + + + +
2 + +
3 + + +
4 + + + + + +
5 + + + +
6 + +
For each decomposition definition (other than the base definition (PD6.1) we
denote met criteria with a ’+’ sign.
Fig. 6.1: Criteria met by possible plane decomposition definitions
The first definition gives us a basic decomposition framework from which
to build our plane decompositions.
Plane Decomposition PD6.1. Given graph G, decompositionD ∈ PD6.1(G)
is a pair (S, P ) with P a connected, planar graph, and S = {Xi | i ∈ V (P )}
a family of subsets of V , one for each node of P , such that
1.
⋃
i∈V (P )Xi = V (G),
2. (∀ uv ∈ E(G)) (∃ i ∈ V (P )) [u, v ∈ Xi]
The width of D is maxi∈V (P )||Xi|| − 1, and the planewidthPD6.1 of a graph
G is the minimum width over all plane decompositions of G.
Perhaps the most straightforward modification of definition TD3.1 is to
relax the constraints on the decomposition to allow for cycles.
Plane Decomposition PD6.2. Given graph G and decomposition D ∈
PD6.1(G), D ∈ PD6.2(G) if
3. (∀ i, j, k ∈ V (P )) [(j is on the path from i to k in P ) ⇒ (Xi ∩Xk ⊆
Xj)].
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Fig. 6.2: Decomposition D ∈ PD6.2(G) of graph G shown in figure 3.1.
The decomposition shown in figure 6.2 is a decomposition D ∈ PD6.2(G)
of the graph G shown in figure 3.1. Note that if we removed node 8 we would
have a valid tree decomposition of G (we could also remove node 7).
Since the only change we made to TD3.1 was to allow cycles, for decom-
position D of graph G, D ∈ TD3.1(G) ⇒ D ∈ PD6.2(G). Thus, Definition
PD6.2 meets criteria 3 and 4; however, it violates criteria 5 as we will show
with the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. Given graph G and decomposition D ∈ PD6.2(G) with width
k, there exists a decomposition D′ ∈ TD3.1(G) with width k.
Proof. Let D = (S, P ). We construct D′ = (S ′, P ′) as follows. Start with
S ′ = S and P ′ = P . While P ′ contains cycles: Let C be a cycle in P ′, For
some i ∈ C, we replace C with node i.
Now we show that D′ ∈ TD3.1(G). Let R be the set of nodes that were
removed during the elimination of cycle C and let node i be the node in
C − R. Since a cycle is a path starting and ending with the same node, by
Definition PD6.2.3, (∀ j ∈ R)(∀ x ∈ Xj)[x ∈ Xi]. Thus, since D ∈ PD6.2(G)
and P ′ is a tree, D′ ∈ TD3.1(G). Also note that for a cycle C in P , (∀ i,
j ∈ C)[||Xi|| = ||Xj||]. So, the width of D is the same as the width of D
′.
Lemma 6.2. For graph G, the planewidth
PD6.2 of G and the treewidthTW3.1
of G are the same.
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Proof. Let D ∈ PD6.2(G) be a plane decomposition of minimum width and
let D′ ∈ TD3.1(G) be a tree decomposition of minimum width. Clearly by
a quick examination of Definitions PD6.2 and TD3.1, we can see that D′ ∈
PD6.2(G). Thus, the width of D ≤ the width of D′. From lemma 6.1 we
can construct decomposition D′′ ∈ TD3.1(G) with width equal to that of
D. Thus, the widths of D and D′ are the same, and by our assumption, the
planewidthPD6.2 of G and the treewidthTW3.1 of G are the same.
Although Definition PD6.2 would also meet criterion 6 (since it would not
be hard to eliminate cycles and use existing polynomial time algorithms for
graphs of fixed treewidth), it is not an ideal decomposition. Our next modifi-
cation came from relaxing Definition PD6.2.3 to require that only the nodes
on one path (rather than all paths) between two nodes in the decomposition
contain their intersection.
Plane Decomposition PD6.3. Given graph G and decomposition D ∈
PD6.1(G), D ∈ PD6.3(G) if
3. (∀ i, k ∈ V (P )) [(Xi ∩ Xk 6= ∅) ⇒ (∃ a path p from i to k in P )
(∀ j ∈ p) (Xi ∩Xk ⊆ Xj)].
Figure 6.3 shows decomposition D ∈ PD6.3(G) of graph G shown in
figure 3.1. It is easy to see that PD6.3 also meets criterion 3, and since there
is only one path between any two nodes in a tree, it also meets criterion
4. PD6.3 fails to meet criteria 1 and 5, which we show with the following
lemma. (Note that although we do not directly prove that all graphs have a
planewidthPD6.3 of 1, we show that all cliques have a planewidthPD6.3 of 1
and cliques are in some sense the “least planar” types of graphs).
Lemma 6.3. Given a clique G, there exists a decomposition D ∈ PD6.3(G)
such that width of D is 1.
Proof. A plane decomposition D ∈ PD6.3(G) with width = 1 of a graph G,
where G is a clique of size n, can be constructed of follows. (Assume WLOG
that n is odd.)
D = (S, P ) with S = {{u, v} | uv ∈ E(G)}, and V (P ) = {0, ...,
(
n
2
)
− 1}.
Let V (G) = {v0, ..., vn−1}.
Construct a cycle of the first n nodes of I, numbered 0 through n− 1, each
containing two consecutive vertices of G, i.e. {v0, v1}, {v1, v2}, ..., {vn−2,
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Fig. 6.3: Decomposition D ∈ PD6.4(G) of graph G shown in figure 3.1.
vn−1}, {vn−1, v0}. Starting between the first two nodes of the previous cycle,
construct another cycle consisting of the next n nodes, numbered n through
2n−1 each containing two vertices of G following the pattern {vi, v(i+2) mod n}
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, i.e. {v0, v2}, {v1, v3}, ..., {vn−2, v0}, {vn−1, v1}. Connect
each node j of this second cycle to the two nodes of the first cycle numbered
j mod n and j mod n+1. The next cycle will have nodes containing vertices
numbered i, (i + 3) mod n and will start between the first two nodes of the
previous cycle. Continue in this manner until all edges in E(G) have been
added. For example, see figure 6.4 which shows the decomposition of K5.
The path containing vertex vi passes through two nodes from each cycle,
numbered j and j − ⌊j/n⌋ − 1, where i ≡ j mod n. The nodes containing
vertex v3 are blue in figure 6.4.
The next definition is a strengthening of Definition PD6.3.3 to require that
the nodes on the shortest path between two nodes contain their intersection.
Plane Decomposition PD6.4. Given graph G and decomposition D ∈
PD6.1(G), D ∈ PD6.4(G) if
3. (∀ i, j, k ∈ V (P )) [(j is on a shortest path between i and k in P ) ⇒
(Xi ∩Xk ⊆ Xj)].
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Fig. 6.4: Decomposition D ∈ PD6.3(K5).
Figure 6.3 is also a decomposition D ∈ PD6.4(G) of graph G shown in
figure 3.1. This definition meets criteria 3 and 4, as its predecessors, but it
also fails criteria 1 and 5 with a slightly less intuitive construction that is
given in the next lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Given clique G, there exists a decomposition D ∈ PD6.4(G)
such that width of D is 1.
Proof. A decomposition D ∈ PD6.4(G), of graph G with width = 1 for a
clique with ||V (G)|| = n can be constructed as follows.
Begin with a lower triangular grid of size (n − 1)× (n − 1). Label the grid
from top to bottom with the numbers 2, ..., n and from left to right with the
numbers 1, ..., n−1. The lines of the grid represent edges ofD, and each node
of D contains vi, vj ∈ V (G) where i and j are designated by the labels on the
intersecting grid lines. For example, see figure 6.5 which is a decomposition
D ∈ PD6.4(K5). The blue node represents Xi = {v2, v3}. The green nodes
contain the vertex v4, a shortest path between any two of these lies along a
green edge.
We prove that D ∈ PD6.4(G) with induction on n: The base case, the
trivial case of n = 2, is true because there are only two vertices v1 and v2
and one edge connecting them. The plane decomposition thus consists of
one node containing both v1 and v2. If n = 3, the plane decomposition is a
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Fig. 6.5: Decomposition D ∈ PD6.4(K5) with width of 1.
triangle with three nodes containing {v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, and {v1, v3}. This is a
valid decomposition with a width of 1.
Induction hypothesis: For n = l, the construction given above results in a
valid plane decomposition according to definition PD6.4 of width 1. Notice
that for all vi ∈ V , and nodes j, k ∈ I where vi ∈ Xj ∩ Xk, a shortest path
between j and k exists along the grid lines labeled i and may include the only
possible diagonal edge from the row of nodes containing vi to the column of
nodes containing vi.
Let n = l + 1. First, we construct a decomposition of the first l vertices as
described above, which yields an l × l triangular grid. From the induction
hypothesis, this upper triangle is a plane decomposition of a click of size
l. Consider vertex vl+1 ∈ V (G) We add another row labeled vl+1 and a
column labeled vl; this added column contains only one node which contains
{vl, vl+1}, clearly a shortest path containing any two nodes of this new row is
along this row. Thus, this is a valid plane decomposition with width = 1.
The next definition is different from the others in that the contents of
E(P ) (for decomposition D = (S, P )) is based on the contents of the bags in
S.
Plane Decomposition PD6.5. Given graph G and decomposition D ∈
PD6.1(G), D ∈ PD6.5(G) if
3. (∀ i, j ∈ V (P )) [(ij ∈ F )⇔ (∃ u ∈ Xi, v ∈ Xj) [uv ∈ E(G)]].
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Figure 6.6 shows a decomposition D ∈ PD6.5(G) for graph G given in
figure 3.1. Although this definition does not allow for trivial decompositions
as described above, it seems unnecessarily restrictive compared to the tree
decomposition definition. It meets criterion 1 but not criteria 3 or 4. The
following lemma gives us a lower bound on the planewidthPD6.5 of a clique.
a ce d
a j
e dg
c f
b d
h i
Fig. 6.6: Decomposition D ∈ PD6.5(G) of graph G shown in figure 3.1.
Lemma 6.5. For graph G, if G is a clique, G has planewidth
PD6.5 ≥
||V (G)||/4.
Proof. Let D be a decomposition of G of minimum width such that D ∈
PD6.5(G). Then (∀ i, j ∈ V (P ) : i 6= j)(∀ u ∈ Xi) (∀ v ∈ Xj)[uv ∈ E(G)].
Thus P is a clique and sinceK4 is the largest planar graph that is a clique, the
width ofD is ≥ ||V (G)||/4. Since D is minimum width, the planewidthPD6.5
of G is also ≥ ||V (G)||/4.
The next lemma shows that PD6.5 does not meet criteria 2 and 3.
Lemma 6.6. There exists a graph G with decompositions D = (S, T ) and
D′ = (S ′, P ′) such that D ∈ TD3.1(G), D′ ∈ PD6.5(G), D /∈ PD6.5(G), and
P ′ is a tree, but D′ /∈ TD3.1(G).
Proof. Let G be the path with V (G) = {a, b, c, d} and E(G) = {ab, bc, cd}.
See figure 6.7.a. Let S = {{a, b}, {b, c}, {c, d}}, V (T ) = {1, 2, 3}, and
E(T ) = {12, 23}. D is shown in figure 6.7.b, note that nodes 1 and 3 should
be connected for D to be a decomposition according to Definition PD6.5.
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Let S ′ = {{c, d}, {a, b, c}, {c, d}}, V (P ′) = {1, 2, 3}, and E(P ′) = {12, 23}.
D′ is shown in figure 6.7.c, note that X1 and X3 contain d, but X2 does not.
Thus D′ /∈ TD3.1(G).
a b c d
b c
c dba
c
cc d
a
b
d
(b)
(a)
(c)
G with decompositions D and D′ such that D ∈ TD3.1(G), D′ ∈
PD6.5(G), D /∈ PD6.5(G), and P ′ is a tree, but D′ /∈ TD3.1(G)
Fig. 6.7: Example graphs for Lemma 6.6
Recall from our discussion of tree decompositions and algorithms that use
decompositions, the property relating separators of the decomposition and
separators of the graph. The following two definitions were written with that
property in mind. Definition PD6.6 has a straightforward inclusion of the
property discussed in chapter 2 (lemma 3.3); Definition PD6.7 is an attempt
to restate this property in more intuitive terms. First, we show that the
two definitions are the same. Then, we discuss the criteria for good plane
decompositions in relation to Definition PD6.7.
Plane Decomposition PD6.6. Given graph G and decomposition D ∈
PD6.1(G), D ∈ PD6.6(G) if
3. ∀ separators J ⊆ V (P ), let C1, ..., Cn be the connected components
of P \ J , (∀ Ci)[(
⋃
j∈Ci
Xj −
⋃
j∈J Xj) 6= ∅] ∧ (∀ a, b ∈ {1, ..., n} :
a 6= b) ([(
⋃
i∈Ca
Xi −
⋃
k∈J Xk) ∩ (
⋃
i∈Cb
Xi −
⋃
k∈J Xk) = ∅] ∧ ((∀ x ∈⋃
k∈Ca
Xk) (∀ y ∈
⋃
k∈Cb
Xk) ({x, y} ∩
⋃
j∈J Xj = ∅)⇒ (xy /∈ E(G))]).
Plane Decomposition PD6.7. Given graph G and decomposition D ∈
PD6.1(G), D ∈ PD6.7(G) if
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3. (∀ J ⊆ V (P )) [(∅ 6⊆ Γ(
⋃
j∈J Xj−
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi) ⊆
⋃
i∈Γ(J)∪J Xi) ∧ ((
⋃
j∈J Xj−⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi) ∩ (
⋃
i∈J¯ Xi −
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi) = ∅)]
Figure 6.8 gives a decomposition D ∈ PD6.7(G) for graph G shown in
figure 3.1.
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Fig. 6.8: Decomposition D ∈ PD6.7(G) of graph G shown in figure 3.1.
Lemma 6.7. For graph G, decomposition D ∈ PD6.6(G)⇒ D ∈ PD6.7(G).
Proof. Let G be a graph, and let D = (S, P ) be a plane decomposition of G
such that D ∈ PD6.6(G). There are several cases we must consider.
First, assume that there exists a J ⊆ V (P ) such that Γ(
⋃
j∈J Xj−
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi) =
∅. Let Jnew = Γ(J), then J is a connected component of P \ J and by defi-
nition PD6.6.3 (
⋃
j∈J Xj −
⋃
i∈Jnew
Xi) 6= ∅ which causes a contradiction.
Next, assume that there exists a J ⊆ V (P ) and that there exists an x
and y ∈ V (G) such that x ∈ (
⋃
j∈J Xj −
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi), y ∈ Γ(x), but y /∈⋃
i∈Γ(J)∪J Xi. In other words, x is in J and y is a neighbor of x, but y is
not in J nor is y in the neighborhood J . See figure 6.9. Let Jnew = Γ(J).
Since x ∈ (
⋃
j∈J Xj −
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi), for all i ∈ Jnew, x /∈ Xi. Also note that
for all i ∈ Jnew, y /∈ Xi. From Definition PD6.6.1, y must be in some Xk,
for k ∈ V (P ). Consider the connected components of P \ Jnew, let Ca = J
and let Cb be the component that contains k. Then from Definition PD6.6.3,
because x and y are in separate components of P \ Jnew, and there does
not exist i ∈ Jnew such that x ∈ Xi or y ∈ Xi, then xy /∈ E(G), which is a
contradiction.
Finally assume that there exists a J ⊆ V (P ) and that there exists an a and
b such that a ∈ (J − Γ(J)) and b ∈ (J¯ − Γ(G)) and that there exists an
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x
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y
Fig. 6.9: Decomposition D ∈ PD6.6(G) of graph G.
x ∈ V (G) such that x ∈ Xa and x ∈ Xb and x /∈
⋃
j∈Γ(J)Xj . Let Jnew
be Γ(J), from definition PD6.6.3, because a and b are in separate connected
components, we know that (Xa−
⋃
k∈Jnew
Xk) ∩ (Xb−
⋃
k∈Jnew
Xk) = ∅ which
is a contradiction.
Lemma 6.8. For graph G, decomposition D ∈ PD6.7(G)⇒ D ∈ PD6.6(G).
Proof. Let G be a graph, and let D = (S, P ) be a plane decomposition of G
such that D ∈ PD6.7(G). Again we have several cases to consider.
Assume that there exists a separator J ⊆ V (P ) with connected compo-
nents C1, ..., Cn of P \ J , and that there exists a Ci such that (
⋃
j∈Ci
Xj −⋃
j∈J Xj) = ∅. Let Jnew = {Ci}, then by Definition PD6.7.3, ∅ 6⊆ Γ(
⋃
j∈Jnew
Xj−⋃
i∈Γ(Jnew)
Xi) which causes a contradiction.
Next, assume that there exists a J ⊆ V (P ) with connected components
C1, ..., Cn of P \ J , and that there exists a Ca and Cb (with a 6= b) such
that (
⋃
i∈Ca
Xi −
⋃
k∈J Xk) ∩ (
⋃
i∈Cb
Xi −
⋃
k∈J Xk) 6= ∅. Let Jnew = {Ca}.
Then by Definition PD6.7.3, (
⋃
j∈Jnew
Xj −
⋃
i∈Γ(Jnew)
Xi) ∩ (
⋃
i∈J¯new
Xi −⋃
i∈Γ(Jnew)
Xi) = ∅ which causes a contradiction.
Finally, assume that there exists a J ⊆ V (P ) with connected components
C1, ..., Cn of P \ J , and that (∃ a, b : a 6= b) (∃ x ∈
⋃
k∈Ca
Xk) (∃ y ∈⋃
k∈Cb
Xk) such that ({x, y} ∩
⋃
j∈J Xj = ∅) ∧ (xy ∈ E(G)). See figure 6.10.
Let Jnew = Ca, then x ∈ Xi for some i ∈ Jnew and x /∈
⋃
j∈Γ(Jnew)
Xj because
the only neighbor of Jnew is J and by our assumption x, y /∈
⋃
k∈J Xk. This
is a contradiction because y ∈ Γ(x), but y /∈
⋃
i∈Γ(Jnew)
Xi.
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Fig. 6.10: Decomposition D ∈ PD6.7(G) of graph G.
We show that Definition PD6.7 meets criteria 1 and 5 below. Because we
used the property involving separators that we introduced in chapter 3, it is
clear that Definition PD6.7 meets criteria 4. This definition does not meet
criterion 2, which we also show below.
Lemma 6.9. If graph G is a clique, the planewidthPD6.7 of G is at least
||V (G)||/4.
Proof. Let D be a decomposition of G with minimum width such that D ∈
PD6.7(G) with D = (S, P ). Assume P is not completely connected, so there
exists an i, j such that ij /∈ E(P ). Let J = {i}, then from Definition
PD6.7, there exists an x ∈ Xi such that x /∈
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi. Also from Definition
PD6.7, there exists a y ∈ Xj such that y /∈
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi (otherwise if we were
to let J = {j}, (
⋃
j∈J Xj −
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi) would be empty). This causes a
contradiction because y ∈ Γ(x), but y /∈
⋃
i∈Γ(J)∪J Xi. Therefore P must be
a clique and from Definition PD6.7.3, the width of G is ≥ |V (G)|/4. Since
D has minimum width, planewidthPD6.7 of G is at least ||V (G)||/4.
Lemma 6.10. If graph G contains a path of length ≥ 4, the planewidthPD6.7
of G is > 1.
Proof. Let D = (S, P ) be a decomposition of G such that D ∈ PD6.7(G)
and the width of D is 1. Let p be a path in G with length ≥ 4. Let v be a
vertex in p such that v is not an endpoint of p. Let u be a neighbor of v also
in p and also not an endpoint of p. Since u and v are neighbors, there exists
a k ∈ V (P ) with u, v ∈ Xk from Definition PD6.7.2. Let J = {k}. Note
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that because u and v are not endpoints of p, ||{i ∈ V (P ) | u ∈ Xi}|| > 1
and ||{i ∈ V (P ) | v ∈ Xi}|| > 1. If {i ∈ V (P ) | u ∈ Xi} ∩ Γ(J) 6= ∅ and
{i ∈ V (P ) | v ∈ Xi} ∩ Γ(J) 6= ∅, there is a violation of Definition PD6.7.3
because ∅ 6⊆ Γ(
⋃
j∈J Xj −
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi). If {i ∈ V (P ) | u ∈ Xi} ∩ Γ(J) = ∅
or {i ∈ V (P ) | v ∈ Xi} ∩ Γ(J) = ∅, this also causes a violation because
(
⋃
j∈J Xj −
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi) ∩ (
⋃
i∈J¯ Xi −
⋃
i∈Γ(J)Xi) = ∅.
Recall that Baker’s algorithm approximates the Max IS of a graph G
by creating a series of graphs G0, ..., Gk−1 where Gi has the levels {l | l ≡
i mod (k + 1)} removed for some chosen positive integer k. By the pigeon-
hole principal we know that one of these graphs has a maximum of 1/(k+1)
vertices from the maximum independent set. Definition PD6.7 has the im-
portant property that separators of the decomposition are also separators of
the underlying graph, but it does not put any restrictions on how many lev-
els of the decomposition can contain a given vertex of the underlying graph.
Thus, removing nodes (and the vertices in their corresponding bags) at levels
{l | l ≡ i mod (k+1)} creates a set of graphs with disjoint pieces of the Max
IS, but it is possible that elements of the Max IS may appear in every level
and thus may never be considered as part of the Max IS. The next definition
solves this problem by placing restrictions on the number of levels in the
decomposition a particular vertex may appear in.
Before we give the next plane definition we give a bit of notation. For
graphG and decomposition D = (S, P ), for v ∈ V (G), let Pv be the subgraph
of P induced by {i ∈ V (P ) | v ∈ Xi}. The following definition is based on
our previous definition, PD6.7, but gives a more strict requirement for the
location of the bags containing a vertex v so that we can use Baker’s algorithm
[3] to meet criterion 6.
Plane Decomposition PD6.8. Given graph G and decomposition D ∈
PD6.7(G), D ∈ PD6.8(G) if
4. There exists a planar embedding f of P such that (∀ v ∈ V (P )) [Pv lies
on a single face in f ]
Because Definition PD6.8 is a more restrictive version of Definition PD6.7,
it also meets criteria 1 and 4 but fails criteria 2 and 3. The example decompo-
sition given in figure 6.8 is also a valid decomposition according to Definition
PD6.8. Note that if we were to add vertex c to either of the bags it does not
currently appear in, we would still have a valid decomposition according to
Definition PD6.7 but not Definition PD6.8.
7. APPROXIMATIONS FOR MAX IS USING PLANE
DECOMPOSITIONS
As we noted above, Baker’s algorithm approximates the Max IS of a graph
G by finding the Max IS of the subgraphs G0, ..., Gk−1 where Gi has the
levels {l | l ≡ i mod (k + 1)} removed for some chosen positive integer k.
By removing the vertices at various levels we create a limited number of
subgraphs each with a bounded number of levels. Because these subgraphs
are disconnected from each other, we can find maximum independent sets
of each of them, the union of which will still be an independent set in the
original graph.
We can modify Baker’s algorithm to work with plane decomposition
PD6.8. Let D be a decomposition of graph G with D ∈ PD7(G) and let
f be an embedding satisfying Definition PD6.8.4. We use the term level 1
vertex (for v ∈ V (G)) to refer to a vertex that appears only in level 1 nodes
in f . A level l vertex (for l > 1) is a vertex that appears in a level l node
in f but not any level l − 1 node. Because by Definition PD6.8.4 all the
nodes containing a vertex v must be on a single face, removing the level l
nodes of D completely separates the underlying graph G as we show with
the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1. Given graph G, decomposition D ∈ PD6.8(G), and embedding
f of D with k levels, for all levels l ∈ {2, ..., k − 1}, the level l vertices are a
separator of G such that level i vertices for i > l and the level j vertices for
j < l do not appear in the same components.
Proof. Let G be a graph and let D = (S, P ) be a decomposition such that
D ∈ PD6.8(G) and let f be an embedding of D with k levels. Let l be an
integer in {2, ..., k− 1}. Assume that there exists u and v ∈ V (G) such that
u is a level l−1 vertex and v is a level l+1 vertex and uv ∈ E(G). See figure
7.1. Note that from Definition PD6.8.3 for every level i (for 1 ≤ i ≤ k) there
is at least one level i vertex in G. Also note from Definition PD6.8 that u
cannot be in a level l + 1 node and v cannot be in a level l − 1 node. From
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definition PD6.8.2 if uv ∈ E(G), then there exists an i ∈ V (P ) such that
{u, v} ⊆ Xi. This causes a contradiction because v is a level l + 1 vertex.
Referring back to the figure, u can appear in the green nodes, and v in the
blue nodes, in order for there to be an edge between them they would need
to appear in the same node.
level l + 1
uv
level l
level l − 1
If vertex u is a level l − 1 vertex and vertex v is a level l + 1 vertex, uv
cannot be an edge in E(G).
Fig. 7.1: Drawing for Lemma 7.1
Thus, in order to modify Baker’s algorithm to use plane decompositions
we need only modify the methods NewTable and MergeTables to consider
combinations of vertices of the underlying graph contained in the nodes
along the edges of the slices in the decomposition. The new methods are
PlaneNewTable and PlaneMergeTables.
Since our modification of Baker’s algorithm changes only how the ta-
bles are calculated and not how the slices are constructed the following two
theorems follow directly from theorems 5.1 and 5.2.
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PlaneNewTable - Create a new table given a single edge
Input: level 1 edge e with endpoints u and v
Global variables: graph G′
create a new table t
for all set s in Xu ×Xv do
if s does not contain an edge in E(G) then
add a row i to t with t.i.s = s and t.i.is = ||s||
end if
end for
PlaneMergeTables - Merge tables for slices (with a shared boundary) together
(removing entries from the table that contain edges in G)
Input: slices i, j with shared boarder rb(i) (lb(j))
Global variables graph G
create a new table t with one row for each subset of
⋃
m∈lb(i)Xm×⋃
n∈rb(j)Xm
for all row r do
if there exists an x and y ∈ t.r.s such that xy ∈ E(G) then
remove row t.r
else
set t.r.s = −1
for all rows i.a and j.b where lb(i.a.s) = lb(t.r.s) and rb(j.b.s) =
rb(t.r.s) do
if rb(i.a.s) = lb(j.b.s) then
t.r.s = max{t.r.is, i.a.is + j.b.is − ||rb(i.a.s)||}
end if
end for
end if
end for
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Theorem 7.2. Let k be a positive integer. Given a k-outerplanar embedding
of a k-outerplanar graph, an optimal solution for maximum independent set
can be obtained in time O(8kmn), where n is the number of nodes in the
decomposition and m is the planewidth
PD6.8 of G.
Proof. Baker proves that the number of calls required to build the slices
(and thus the tables) is bounded by the number of edges in G′, and since
G′ is planar, the number of edges is linear in the number of vertices. The
merge operation, which is the bulk of the computation, requires O(8kmn)
time where n = ||V (P )|| and m is the planewidthPD6.8 of G. (There are a
maximum 22km rows in the new table, and for each of these we may have to
check up to 2km combinations of vertices on the shared boarder between the
slices we are merging.)
Theorem 7.3. For fixed k, there is an O(8kmkn)-time algorithm for maxi-
mum independent set that achieves a solution of size at least k/(k+1) optimal
for general planar graphs. Choosing k = ⌈c log log n⌉, where c is a constant,
yields an approximation algorithm that runs in time O(n(logn)3cmlog log n)
and achieves a solution of size at least ⌈c log log n⌉/(1 + ⌈c log log n⌉) op-
timal. In each case, n is the number of nodes in the decomposition and and
m is the planewidthPD6.8 of G.
Recall from our discussion of Baker’s algorithm that we can use the pi-
geonhole principle to show that one of the graphs G0, ..., Gk−1 where Gi has
the levels {l | l ≡ i mod (k + 1)} removed for some chosen positive integer
k has a maximum of 1/(k + 1) vertices from the maximum independent set.
From Lemma 7.1 we can also use the pigeonhole principle to show that we
will find a k/(k + 1) optimal value for the size of the Max IS. Because we
have changed only how the tables are calculated, we assume that recursion
is finite and that the slices are formed correctly. Thus, we need only prove
that the tables created by the PlaneNewTable and PlaneMergeTable meth-
ods give correct values for the size of the maximum independent sets of their
corresponding slices. Since the final slice includes the entire graph, we show
by induction that the tables are correct starting with the table corresponding
to a single edge. The following lemma gives us this result.
Lemma 7.4. The table corresponding to a given slice contains the size of
the maximum independent set for the vertices contained in that slice.
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Proof. We assume that the PlaneNewTable and PlaneMergeTable methods
are implemented correctly. If the slice contains just a single edge, then the
table is computed by PlaneNewTable and contains a row for every combina-
tions of the vertices contained in the endpoints of the edge. When two slices
i and j are merged together we consider every combination of vertices on the
boundaries for inclusion in the independent set. Because the slice boundaries
are separators of the decomposition, from Definition PD6.7.3, vertices that
appear only in the interior of slice i cannot be connected to vertices that ap-
pear only in the interior of slice j. Thus, when the tables are merged, we can
add the values in rows i.a and b.j without creating an invalid independent
set.
We implemented both Baker’s algorithm and our modified Baker’s algo-
rithm, a discussion of that implementation can be found in Appendix A.
8. CONCLUSION
The benefits of tree decompositions are well known. Given a tree decomposi-
tion of a graph we are able to compute solutions to many NP-hard problems
efficiently (in linear time). These dynamic programming algorithms build
tables from the decomposition graph, a tree, starting with the leaf nodes.
Because nodes of the tree decomposition are both separators of the decom-
position and of the underlying graph (see Lemma 3.1), we are able to bound
the size of these tables with the width of the decomposition.
Our goal in developing a plane decomposition definition was to combine a
more intuitive decomposition from an interpretation viewpoint (by allowing
cycles) with a decomposition that was also powerful algorithmically. After
investigating several straightforward modifications of Definition TD3.1 we
discovered that the relationship between separators of the decomposition
and separators of the underlying graph is key in developing an algorithm for
use with our plane decomposition. This property allows us to use Baker’s
method [3] of dividing the graph into slices (with borders of bounded size)
and then to compute tables for each of these slices. Because the slice borders
are bounded, the table size is also bounded. Although this property relating
the separators of the graph and its decomposition is strong enough for us
to use Baker’s algorithm to find independent sets of the graph efficiently, it
is not enough for us to make a strong claim about the relationship of the
maximum independent set we find compared to the maximum independent
set of the graph.
This leads us to our final plane decomposition definition, Definition PD6.8.
By requiring that vertices appear only in bags on a single face of an embed-
ding of the decomposition, we are able to strengthen our claim about the size
of the maximum independent set that we find with our algorithm. We mod-
ify Baker’s algorithm to consider all embeddings of the vertices in the bags
of the decomposition. Thus, our tables are bounded in size by the number
of levels in the graph and by the size of the bags, and we are able to find
a Max IS that is k/(k + 1) optimal for some fixed k. Definition PD6.8 also
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meets criteria 1 and 4 but fails criteria 2 and 3. (The criteria were given in
chapter 6).
There are clearly many opportunities for further research. Algorithms
exists which find tree decompositions of width ≤ k of graphs for a fixed k.
Ideally, we would like to be able to find similar algorithms that find plane
decompositions of width ≤ k of graphs for a fixed k. Also, it is not clear
to us that definition PD6.8 is the most ideal definition. Although it meets
several of the criteria we gave at the start of chapter 6, it does not meet all
of them. Also we are interested to know if Definition PD6.8.3 can be relaxed
without having a negative effect on its algorithmic utility.
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APPENDIX
A. IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented Baker’s original algorithm [3] and then modified it as de-
scribed in chapter 7 to use plane decompositions. We used Java 1.5 as the
implementation language because our goal was to develop a visualization
for these algorithms. As such, we implemented the algorithm for a single k-
outerplanar graph (as we discussed in chapters 5 and 7). We followed Baker’s
algorithm for the construction of the slices, but did not use her methods for
constructing the tables. Baker uses separate methods to create and clean
the tables of sets that are not independent. For graph G and entry t.i.s in
table t, if uv ∈ E(G) then u and v can not both be in t.i.s. When we were
building table t we checked each entry t.i.s for edges before computing entry
t.i.is. Because the bulk of the time spent in this algorithm is spent on the
computation of the is entries, it is doubtful that this change had a significant
effect on the running time.
The code for this project can be downloaded from
http://www.cs.rit.edu/∼mja3749/project.html. The program can be run by
executing the command “java -jar planeApprox.jar.” When the program ex-
ecutes two windows appear, one of these is the window containing the decom-
position graph. This decomposition embedding may contain edge crossings,
this is because we chose a simple method for placing the nodes in the embed-
ding, by rotating the components and/or spreading the faces and components
further apart this embedding would be planar. The other window displays
the table which corresponds to the current slice. There are three columns in
this table. The first column shows which bags from the slice borders we are
taking vertices from, the second column shows the set of vertices that are
being included in the independent set, and the third column shows the size
of the Max IS containing these vertices.
We give an example graph G in figure A.1 with a plane decomposition
(using definition PD6.8) in figure A.2. Information (such as adjacency
matrices) about these graphs is entered into the “test.java” file provided in
the jar file. An example of the program execution is given in figures A.3
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Fig. A.1: Graph G
and A.4. The drawing shows edges that have been covered in green and the
edges of the current slice in red. The slice currently being considered has the
borders 1:3 and 1:1 an also contains the node 1:2. The table given shows the
possible independent sets of the vertices contained in the border nodes. The
third row of the table contains the set {4} from the original graph (which
is contained in the bag labeled 1:3). The largest independent set from the
set {4, 13} which contains the vertex 4 has size 1. Looking at the fourth
row, the size of the maximum independent set containing the vertex 3 is 2
(meaning that {13, 3} is the largest independent set from this slice containing
the vertex 3). At the top of the drawing window is a button labeled ‘next.’
Clicking this button will advance the algorithm to the next slice. When the
algorithm has finished and the final slice contains the entire graph, the size
of the maximum independent set of vertices from the underlying graph will
appear in the table.
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Fig. A.2: Decomposition D ∈ PD6.8(G) of Graph G given in figure A.1
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The above table corresponds to the slice with borders 1:3 and 1:1 from the
decomposition shown in figure A.2.
Fig. A.3: Table from the execution of planeApprox
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The above drawing corresponds to the slice with borders 1:3 and 1:1 from
the decomposition shown in figure A.2.
Fig. A.4: Drawing from the execution of planeApprox
This figure "drawing1.JPG" is available in "JPG"
 format from:
http://arxiv.org/ps/cs/0602057v1
This figure "table1.JPG" is available in "JPG"
 format from:
http://arxiv.org/ps/cs/0602057v1
